Designed for schools. Loved by parents.

Distance Learning, Mobile Devices and Mobile Guardian
With Mobile Guardian schools can secure and monitor school devices that now need to go home.
Classroom Management tools enable teachers to remotely view and manage student screens,
push learning content, engage with students and keep them focused and on task.

Create an engaged, secure and focused academic environment at students’ homes.

MOBILE GUARDIAN FOR SCHOOLS

➔

Cloud-based

➔

Supports

➔

Mobile Device
Management (MDM)
tools

➔

➔

➔

In-class device
management for
teachers*
Multi-school
management for
districts
Linked parental
controls
*Functionality dependent on OS

PREMIUM
WEB-FILTERING

PREMIUM
CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT

COMPLETE SOLUTION

Teachers can
➔

See live views of
students’ screens

➔

Control browser tabs

➔

Send messages to
students

➔

Share their screen

➔

Minimise online
distractions

➔

Block websites and
apps

➔

Limit and restrict
access to online
content and websites

➔

Filter for categories,
keywords and speciﬁc
URLs

➔

Filter by Youtube
channel, playlist, or
video

CHROMEBOOK CASE STUDY
Chromebooks, distance learning and
Mobile Guardian

MOBILE GUARDIAN OFFER
●

School ordered to close; 165 Chromebooks, not 1:1

●

Devices need to go home with students

●

School must ensure device and student security

●

Mobile Guardian called in to assist

●

Rolled out and setup solution within a day

●

School able to remotely secure their devices

Our PREMIUM tools are free for all schools
affected by covid-19.*
Visit mobileguardian.com for more

*Currently available free of charge to schools subject to enforced closure. This offer is
subject to change at our discretion.

TESTIMONIAL
“Mobile Guardian works seamlessly throughout our organisation which includes both
Chromebooks and iPads. The control and rollout of apps to our iPads is easy to manage
and the screen monitoring feature for our students with Chromebooks is a useful and
necessary tool to have in an educational environment. The location feature has been a
lifesaver when tracking down a missing device. Support is always helpful and explain things
in a way that isn't too techie but understandable.”
- J. Cripps, Deputy Principal, Cannons Creek
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